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“Another 19 Suspects”: Toward a New Investigation
into the Crimes of 9/11

By Kevin Ryan
Global Research, August 07, 2013
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 After a decade of investigation, the long-time co-editor of the Journal of 9/11 Studies, Kevin
Ryan, offers an evidence-based analysis of nineteen other suspects. Although a number of
books  have  demonstrated  that  the  official  accounts  are  false,  Another  Nineteen  takes  the
next, crucial step toward a new investigation into the crimes of 9/11.

  With  the  support  of  victim’s  families  and leading 9/11 researchers,  Kevin  examines
nineteen suspects who were in position to accomplish major elements of the crimes that still
need  to  be  explained.  Detailed  evidence  is  presented  that  reveals  how  each  of  the
alternative suspects had the means, motive and opportunity to accomplish one or more
aspects of the 9/11 events.

You probably thought it was something like this, but Kevin fills in the deep background and
intricate interconnections of the top 19 9/11 suspects.  Starting with Dick Cheney and Don
Rumsfield,  including  all  the  Special  Ops  guys  and  “former”  CIA  agents,  focusing  on  who
made the big bucks in the Crime of the Century.  When you finish this book, you’ll breath a
sigh of relief, knowing for sure how they pulled it off!

 In light of a forty-year history of deep events and crimes against democracy, Kevin shows
how 9/11 fits into the pattern of a deep state operation, how the alternate suspects worked
together throughout that history, how each was connected to two men who were in perfect
position to coordinate the attacks, and how these suspects can either be charged with 9/11
crimes today or further investigated in focused ways.

PEGMedia.org is a website where Public Access TV Stations can go to download important
videos for Public Access TV Broadcasts. Your help is needed to contact your LOCAL station
and  request  that  your  LOCAL  station  download  these  videos  from  PEGMedia.org  and
broadcast them.

By making your donation now, the Public Access TV Station’s download fee will be waived. 
These videos are also available for free on YouTube.com/911TVorg.  Your generous Donation
makes it possible for 911TV to continue making all these videos available for free to the
world for Public Access Television and your personal viewing pleasure

Linked is a great interview that Kevin recently gave on the Gary Null Show.
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